
30

Looks  
matter
Design the whole space and feel free to experiment. 

This is the best place to get out of the box and start 

doing things unconventionally!
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MN31
148 x 210 mm

Mindnotes® in paper hardcover 

Mindnotes® notebooks

The most prestigious group of products is the Mindnotes® notebooks, advertising products 
available in hundreds of versions with tailor-made features to suit the needs of every brand. 

The offer includes a vast choice of different coverings, colours, patterns and textures. The 
notebooks are available in of and hard covers, embossed or custom printed, with various 
finishing types. 

Each element of the notebook can be customized to match the spirit of the brand and the 
customer’s expectations. Mindnotes® notebooks are always the right choice and a perfect 
product for all advertising purposes.  
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MN22
185 x 245 mm

Mindnotes® in PALERMO softcover 

MN11
148 x 210 mm

MN22
148 x 210 mm

MN22
148 x 210 mm

Mindnotes® in paper softcover Mindnotes® in VERONA softcover 

Mindnotes® in BOLOGNA softcover 
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MN31
175 x 175 mm

MN36-ECO
148 x 210 mm

MN32
185 x 245 mm

MN32
185 x 245 mm

Mindnotes® in paper hardcover Mindnotes® in KRAFT paper hardcover 

Mindnotes® in VERONA hardcover Mindnotes® in TORINO hardcover 
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MN32
185 x 245 mm

MN35
148 x 210 mm

MN34
148 x 210 mm

MN33
185 x 245 mm

Mindnotes® in SIENA hardcover Mindnotes® in MATRYX hardcover 

Mindnotes® in ART PAPER hardcover Mindnotes® in LINO COLOR hardcover 
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MN32
185 x 245 mm

MN31-COFFEE
155 x 215 mm

MN35
148 x 210 mm

MN11-COFFEE
148 x 210 mm

Mindnotes® in FLORENCE hardcover 

Mindnotes® in coffee paper softcover

Mindnotes® in ROMA flexi hardcover 

Mindnotes® in coffee paper softcover
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MN31-GRASS
155 x 215 mm

MN11-GRASS
148 x 210 mm

Mindnotes® in grass paper hardcover Mindnotes® in grass paper softcover
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PM120
210 x 290 mm

Conference sets  
and desk pads
The distinctive feature of conference sets and desk pads  versus most of other advertising 
products in this catalogue is their large size. Large size means a lot of space for custom printing.

Thanks to the hardcover, conference sets are more durable and the universal clip which can 
be used to attach any notes or sheets makes the products used more extensively, for a long 
period of time.  
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PM123
219 x 310 mm

PM450
590 x 400 mm

PM122
219 x 310 mm

PM125
211 x 294 mm 
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Bespoke Mindnotes® diaries

Bespoke Mindnotes® diaries are fully personalized. You can design each element of a 
diary and customize it to your brand’s needs. You can personalize the cover, size, type 
and color of accessories, but most of all – the diary inside, which can be designed 
however you like. We have templates available that can be used unchanged, or modified 
according to the specific needs of the brand.

MN22-CAL
185 x 245 mm

Mindnotes® diary in Torino softcover
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MN32-CAL
148 x 210 mm

MN35-CAL
99 x 169 mm

Mindnotes® diary in Palermo hardcover

Mindnotes® diary in Matryx Santos hardcover
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MN22-CAL
185 x 245 mm

MN32-CAL
210 x 297 mm 

Mindnotes® diary in Palermo softcover

Mindnotes® diary in Bologna hardcover
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MN36-CAL
148 x 210 mm 

MN31-CAL
185 x 245 mm

Mindnotes® diary in Kraft hardcover

Mindnotes® diary in paper hardcover
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MN11-CAL
175 x 175 mm

PM300-CAL
170 x 240 mm

Mindnotes® diary in paper softcover

Mindnotes® wire-o diary
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MN32-CAL
148 x 210 mm 

MN35-CAL
148 x 210 mm 

Mindnotes® diary in Torino hardcover

Mindnotes® diary in Roma flexi hardcover
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MN22-CAL
185 x 245 mm 

Mindnotes® diary in Verona softcover


